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mario wakes up from a wonderful dream that he's the greatest super mario and he's the only one who can save the mushroom kingdom. he quickly gets dressed and heads for the castle. as he's about to enter the front door of the castle, mario notices a strange toad, with the body of a human, but the head of a mushroom. this toad doesn't quite
remember how it got there, but it's been following him around all day. mario gives it a special name, mario, and the toad says its name is toad, but mario already know that. mario agrees to escort toad to the castle. however, a series of obstacles and creatures have the toad on the run, and mario has to get him past them. waking up the next

morning, mario finds himself in a strange castle that's full of toads. this mario then goes to the castle's front door and knocks. a young toad boy is the first to appear and welcomes mario. mario then goes to the toads' kitchen and notices that the kitchen is filled with cakes. mario and the toads then head to the kitchen and then to the toads' keep
where mario meets a pet dog and cat. mario then goes to the toads' sleeping quarters and meets a toad who is telling him that he is a toad. then mario goes to the toads' bathroom and finds a toad washing his face. after that, mario goes to the toads' library where the toads are telling him that they are all connected and that they are in a world that

isn't real. then mario goes to the toads' garden and meets a plant who tells mario that he's been looking for him and that he wants to talk. mario then goes to the toads' room and finds a toad cleaning up after himself and mario is told by the toad that he's a toad.
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mario 64 is a flash game that got and still is making a name for itself with its unique style. this game is very easy to play, and it has a lot of fun, but it has a lot of glitches and bugs. however, it's a fun game, and if you can get through the glitches and bugs, you'll have a good time. for the first time in a long time, a game based on super mario bros.
brought a solid platformer to our screens. it also brings one of the best soundtracks in video game history. the story, while not flawless, is better than any mario game i have played before. i do wish i could have played more of the super mario bros. characters though, such as luigi, yoshi, and king koopa. super mario 64 is a platformer video game. it

was originally released in japan in november 1996 for the super nintendo entertainment system. the game was then released in north america on february 23, 1997. in the game, the player assumes the role of mario, who embarks on a quest to rescue princess peach from the evil king koopa and his army of mushroom-cloaked goombas. mario is
aided by a group of allies including donkey kong, luigi, yoshi, wario, waluigi, and princess toadstool, among others. the game starts with mario and his allies jumping from the top of a cliff into the mushroom kingdom. upon entering the mushroom kingdom, mario and his allies fight through the army of koopa troopas, as well as their leader, the koopa
king, who has his own army of goombas. they reach the castle, where mario defeats the koopa king. mario and his allies go through the castle to find princess toadstool, who is being held prisoner by the koopa troopas. mario and his allies fight through koopa troopas and their leader, king koopa. they find princess toadstool, who is kidnapped by the
koopa troopas and the king, who is setting up an anti-mario alliance. when mario defeats the king and his henchmen, mario and the princess take the koopa troopas to their home in the sewers, where they find the king's own castle. mario defeats king koopa's army, and with his allies, princess toadstool, and the koopa troopas, they take the king's

castle. 5ec8ef588b
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